PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST

PROSTHETICS


The Artificial Larynx, Yvan Lebrun; Swets & Zeitlinger B.V., Publishing Department, 347 B, Heereweg, Lisse, the Netherlands, 90 pp., 1973.


Evaluation of the Rancho Electric Elbow, Susan G. Bergholtz and Barbara A. Gehant; Prosthetics & Orthotics, NYU Post-Graduate Medical School, 10 pp., June 1972.
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Myoelectric Hands Evaluation—Pilot Study, Susan G. Bergholtz and Barbara A. Gehant; Prosthetics & Orthotics, NYU Post-Graduate Medical School, 9 pp., July 1972.


ORTHOTICS


384
**Publications of Interest**


**SENSORY AIDS**
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SURGERY


GENERAL


Publications of interest


Locomotor Function and Physical Capability in Healthy Male Unilateral Above-Knee Amputee, Urban James; Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, Abstracts of Uppsala Dissertations from the Faculty of Medicine, 21 pp., 1973.
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